Dave Fleischer1

All’s Fair at the Fair

Technization of architecture is one of the main topics of the architectural
discourse in the last one and a half centuries. It is apparent in the structural integration and aesthetic presence of new materials (such as steel,
glass, aluminum), in the industrialization of the building process (cranes,
taylorization), and in diverse theoretical reflections some of which are presented in this issue. There was a particular interest already at the beginning of the discourse to make building more efficient and inexpensive by
employing mechanization and industrial mass production. The main in-
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tention of the 1939 New York World’s Fair was to present technical visions
of all areas of production and of everyday life. The fair grounds in Queens,
NYC exhibited mechanized farming, and you could talk with a robot that
took over housekeeping. A short cartoon movie was produced for advertising and introducing the fair’s themes. In it, seriality was emphasized as the
main aspect of technization. Today, the movie’s technology euphoria keeps
us smiling.

Video
http://cloud-cuckoo.net/de/hefte/heft_33/fleischer/

Note
The source of the movie All’s Fair at the Fair is the Internet Archive
(https://archive.org/about/terms.php). The website states about copyright:
“Access to the Archive’s Collections is provided at no cost to you and
is granted for scholarship and research purposes only. [...] In particular, you certify that your use of any part of the Archive’s Collections will be noncommercial and will be limited to noninfringing or
fair use under copyright law. In using the Archive’s site, Collections,
and/or services, you further agree (a) not to violate anyone’s rights
of privacy, (b) not to act in any way that might give rise to civil or
criminal liability, (c) not to use or attempt to use another person’s
password, (d) not to collect or store personal data about anyone, (e)
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not to infringe any copyright, trademark, patent, or other proprietary rights of any person, (f) not to transmit or facilitate the transmission of unsolicited email (“spam”), (g) not to harass, threaten,
or otherwise annoy anyone, and (h) not to act in any way that might
be harmful to minors [...]. The Internet Archive is committed to making its constantly growing collection of Web pages and other forms
of digital content (the “Collections”) freely available to researchers,
historians, scholars, and others (“Researchers”) for purposes of benefit to the public.”
Since W|C|B is a research-oriented, non-profit online journal addressing
the theory of architecture we see no conflict with the Internet Archive’s
copyright clause as quoted. Please inform us immediately if you consider
the copyright being violated, in which case we will remove the movie.
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